The future of Teamwork
Innovation | Collaboration | Performance

HOW TO QUICKLY CREATE AN INNOVATIVE,
COLLABORATIVE AND HIGH PERFORMING TEAM
Today's and future teams are very different from what they once were. Now we’re mobile, flexible, realtime and connected. We’re expected to deliver results immediately. The ability to harness diversity to create
high performance is critical. Rachael shaped a highly successful expedition team in Antarctica and now
shares the critical tools she uses to quickly create innovation, collaboration and performance in teams.
THE FUTURE OF TEAMWORK

PRAISE FROM BUSINESS LEADERS

Few of us get to choose our teams or have the luxury of a year
or so to achieve peak performance. Technology and changing
attitudes have enabled rapid mobilisation but can also
exacerbate the “people challenge”.

“Excellent, absolutely outstanding! Rachael received a
standing ovation. She was the last of 4 speakers on the day
and had everyone spellbound, laughing. Rachael was an
inspiring speaker with a warmth and genuine approach.”

Because, fundamentally, teams are about people. We need
new ways to create the environment where fresh teams can
build a collaborative culture and deliver results quickly.
In this keynote Rachael identifies the four most powerful
techniques that teams can use to drive innovation,
collaboration and high performance.

SPECIFIC TAKEAWAYS
• Bacon Wars - why it's critical to major in the minor things
• Respect Trumps Harmony – you don’t have to always see
eye-to-eye, but without respect your team will fail
• No triangles- the practice of direct conversations, go
straight to the source
• Antarctic Winter- every workplace has one, keep teams
inspired and motivated during the long dark times
• Emperor Penguins – why it’s critical to protect the tribe so
the individual thrives

Fran Kerlin, Melbourne Events
"We enjoyed Rachael's presentation immensely. There was a
terrific balance between her stories and her teamwork lessons
which were made all the more credible by Rachael relating
them to what was happening on a day to day basis.”
Medicare Australia

QUICK FACTS:
Rachael Robertson CSP, MBA
• Rachael is the most booked female speaker in the
Asia-Pacific region
• 20 years leadership experience in challenging
corporate environments
• She was just the 2nd Female Antarctic expedition
leader to Davis Station
• At 32, she was Victoria’s youngest ever Chief Ranger
• Rachael has worked with more than 600
organisations around the globe
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